
COVID IS A COVER 
Have you felt that there is much more to the pandemic picture 
than just a virus and actions claiming to protect public health?  

You would be quite right. 
A massive amount of money printing is now required to keep the globalized economy from imploding and the 

COVID-19 virus outbreak, whether intentional or not, coupled with the austere draconian governmental 
responses – clearly intentional – offers the perfect excuse for this.  

THE END OF MONEY? 
• US Currency was once backed by gold. This was the substance of the Bretton Woods system agreed to back in 

1944 and that lasted until President Nixon took the US off the gold standard in 1971. 

• The end of the gold standard meant that US currency became a true fiat currency. Today almost ALL currencies 
and indeed all anchor currencies are fiat. In brief, this means that they are only backed by the confidence of 
their users. This gives tremendous power to the central banks that control interest rates and who can create 
money “out of nothing” while greatly diminishing the value of the currency for most people. The US dollar has 
lost roughly 98% of its value since 1913, the year the US Federal Reserve was created along with the income 
tax. (Note: the FED is not actually a governmental agency.) 

• The problem, however, is that all fiat currencies have a life span (estimated to be around 30-40 years on 
average) and will eventually correct to their inherent true value:  ZERO.  

• The end of our current fiat cycle actually occurred in 2008 during the great financial crisis. Since then, we have 
been on life support with exponentially increasing tranches of debt being issued. The FED’s balance sheet will 
likely be 10 trillion dollars by the end of 2020.  

• In September of 2019, the banking systems overnight repurchase program (REPO) began experiencing major 
liquidity crises. Banks basically stopped lending to each other, forcing them to go the FED for short term loans 
to cover their legally required reserves. This forced the FED into emergency cash injections and back to 
quantitative easing policies (printing money out of nothing).  

ENTER THE GREAT RESET 
• Have you heard about a “Global Reset” or maybe the “New World Order?” At this point you likely have as these 

are now getting mainstream international attention. 

• The global economic decision-makers, such as the World Economic Forum and IMF, recognize that the current 
system must be replaced. To accomplish this, the entire global economy needs to be restructured and for that 
the global populace needs to accept a new set of rules moving forward: 

• The end of many jobs and businesses that cannot readily fall under central control 
• Cashless systems that will allow the government and Big Tech to monitor every transaction 
• Tracking and tracing systems that will put everyone under constant state surveillance 
• Mandatory vaccinations, digital IDs and passports, etc. 

This is how the COVID-19 “crisis” serves to further this agenda and why little seems to make sense to otherwise 
reasonable people. Yes, there is more going on here.  

LEARN THE FACTS & EMPOWER YOURSELF AT: 


